DRIVING FROM ANCONA AIRPORT TO BELLAUGELLO*
*2015 Please note the road from Ancona to Perugia is in the process of being upgraded so some
information might be subject to change. I strongly suggest before setting off you check with “Via Michelin”
or a similar site.

On leaving the airport turn right onto the SS 76 direction Roma Fabriano.
Continue for approx. 70km. Pass by Fabriano and follow the signs for
Perugia/Gubbio. The road becomes the SS 318 here.
After about a further 8km, turn off the dual carriageway for Gubbio and
Fano. The junction takes you up and to the right heading towards Gubbio.
Watch out here, the surface on the slip-road is bumpy.
Continue for 7km exit at Padule. At the T junction at the end of the sliproad, go right. It’s kind of straight on, you pass by a light industrial estate.
Continue 1km and, at the end of the truck park to the right, turn right to
Perugia - Rome. There are some sharp bends in this area, so watch out.
Continue to the end of the road 3km. At the T junction, turn left to Perugia
SR 298. Continue for 4km (including climbing up the hill). You will pass a
restaurant, “Il Turista Ristoro”. After a further 1km further on up the hill
opposite a large stone wall turn left to Valdichiascio.
In Valdichiascio, stay on the asphalt road downhill for 3km. Pass by a large
house on the left, “Il Gabbiano”, and a house very close to the road on the
right. At the yellow house, take the left fork. You’ll notice the road becomes
a strada bianca (a dirt road). After 200m, take the next left, a sharp curve,
and Bellaugello is the first house on the right, in all 4km from the main road.
There are signs for Bellaugello in Valdichiascio.

